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A bullet shot rings out on the night of the Super Moon and a promising college student is killed. Was

it an accident, or did her research into false claims by a bio-tech, agricultural company garner her

too much attention? The wrong kind of attention. Mary and Bradley have to find out or Ruth

McCredie will never rest.
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If you haven't read any of the Mary O'Reilly series you ate definitely missing a fabulously read. Book

17 just like the first 16 is one you will start and finish without stopping.Mary gets herself into trouble

while trying to help the dearly departed. This book will make you laugh, make you cry but most of all

it will make you see how blessed you are for your family and friends reflecting how life can end.

Love, love, love this series, I appreciate it takes a lot of time and effort to write a novel, let alone a

series, but being a paranormal mystery buff, I constantly experience withdrawal symptoms

whenever I reach the end of the next book in this fabulous Paranormal Mystery by Terri Reid. I've

given this particular story 4 stars, only because I know Terri has many surprises in store for us in the



upcoming novels. I enjoy this series so much that I've actually read it all twice. So if you're anything

like me and like these types of books, you won't be disappointed, enjoy.

While trying to assist victims of a cholera epidemic from the past to find the light, Mary is confronted

with the apparition of a young girl that has just recently been murdered. Mary knows that she has to

help find the girls killer so that she can move on and find peace.Terri Reid, you never disappoint! If

you haven't read a Mary O'Reilly Paranormal Mystery then I think you should....These books are full

of mystery, ghostly apparitions and a whole lot of love, hope and heart! Great job Ms. Reid!

Another awesome book Terri! This book made me so emotional. I think that is what I love about

your books. They bring out so many different emotions. I love all the characters in your books. The

story about the quilt was so awesome. I was really glad that she thought she saw her mom. What an

awesome moment. I can't wait for the next one! To anyone looking for another great author, Terri is

phenomenal. All of her books are filled with great stories and she takes the time to build her

characters.

I have read all of Terri Reid's Mary O'Reilly series and been highly entertained and kept in

suspense. I do not understand how come I am seeing other authors writing some Mary O'Reilly

stories. Also, I would like to suggest Terri Reid have someone proof read her stories before offering

them for sale as it is disconcerting and interrupts the flow of the story when a comma or period is in

the wrong place or a word or two was left out . I still enjoy reading her stories but wonder if an editor

proofs them before they are offered.

She did it again. I just finished reading Book 17- Frayed Edges and really enjoyed reading it. This

book centers around Thanksgiving and Clarissa's first birthday party with her new family. Mary is

busy helping the guests in the nearby cemetery move on when she is unexpectedly thrust into a

murder mystery. I loved seeing the old friends back together, Ian, Stanley and of course Rosie. It's

like coming home.

Every book keeps getting better and better! I normally get bored or frustrated by book 17 of any

series, but Terri Reid keeps me begging for more Mary! From the humorous Lassie references, to

the daring suspect chases this book has it all. It's nice to see my husband isn't the only bacon fiend.

And, Bradley just keeps becoming more heroic. I'm sure there isn't a better male character or real



man out there. Mary always has her hands full. We are all wondering what's in store next...

Mickey still hasn't arrived, but everyone else was front and center. Another ghost needs to find

closure before they can move forward and go home. Terri once again gives us a sensitive story, or

two, or possibly three. I thoroughly enjoy these O'Reilly mysteries and am already looking forward to

the next one.
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